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“On Being Radiant” 

Exodus 34:29-35 

Psalm 99 

Luke 9:28-36 

 Some of you are perhaps aware of an older Hugh Grant film circa 1995, entitled “The 

Englishman Who Went up a Hill but Came down a Mountain.”  I don’t know if it holds the 

distinction of having the longest movie title ever, but it has been rather a long time since I first 

watched it.  The premise is simple, and bears witness to Welsh pride in conflict with two English 

cartographers, one played by the ever-so charming, fluffy-around-the edges, Hugh Grant.  The 

two cartographers arrive at a small Welsh town to measure the mountain nearby, only to discover 

that it falls 16 feet short of official mountain classification.  The locals are in outrage—for a hill 

is not at all the same thing as a mountain.   

 In the mean time, of course, romance blossoms and the Hugh Grant character (naturally) 

falls for a local girl.  Undaunted and determined to right an injustice, the story swirls to a 

conclusion as bucket, cart, wheelbarrow and shovel are put to work, with load after load of dirt 

transported to the top of the demoted mountain until the sixteen feet are made up and the love-

struck cartographer is able to declare to all that the fallen-short hill has regained its mountain 

status.  The re-mountain-ing process was not without peril, however, and torrents of very Welsh 

rain nearly wash away the freshly created peak, but, as with all good outcomes, everyone, 

including the mountain, lives happily ever after and Welsh canny has once again upturned 

English conceit.    

 There are some pretty spectacular hills out there, but I am with the Welsh on this.  There 

is something particularly awe-inspiring about a mountain.  We live in a part of the world 

surrounded by mountain peaks, and depending on where you stand, there are spectacular views 
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of snow-capped peaks in virtually every direction.  Even coming and going to and from Gabriola 

on the ferry, there are times when the view across the Salish Sea brings one to a standstill, as it 

were, and I am wont to utter a mental cry out of  “wow,” especially when atmospheric conditions 

are such that the mountains are looming or the sun is radiating on snowy peaks making them 

radiant before us.  Awe, amazement, and unfettered beauty draws the eye, and we simply can’t 

help looking out and looking up.  In this part of the world, we are certainly visually blessed with 

the potential for heavenly and prophetic moments. 

 There is nothing like a mountain-top experience.  If you have been lucky enough to hike 

in the Rockies, or perhaps even locally in the mountains closer to home, you will have perhaps 

experienced that mountain-top feeling of breath-taken-away grandeur, awe, and the sense that 

you could simply reach out and touch God.  We often talk about the thin place where Spirit 

meets spirit and the sensing that a connection with the ultimate Divine has been made.  The air is 

thin at the mountain top if you can get there, and it can make the head spin.  Mirages shimmer 

over scree or snow, winds and weather can turn in a moment, clouds billow in and out, and the 

mystery of vast expansive views over undulating ranges can make us feel very small indeed.  It is 

in such expansive moments, that I have sensed nearness in the presence of Infinity.  The infinite 

God meets us on the mountain top, and it is therefore no surprise that the Bible is chockful of 

higher ground accountings of hearing the voice of God when nothing stands between an upturned 

face and the heavens above.  

 The story of Jesus’ transfiguration before the three disciples, Peter, John and James, 

describes a classic mountain top experience with the Divine.  Indeed, there is an intentionality 

about its telling, for Jesus leads the three men up a high mountain as if anticipating something 

truly momentous will happen—an encounter with God.  What the three men experienced with 
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Jesus was enthralling, beautiful, mystical, and a moment of remarkable and enlightening 

connection.  Jesus shines before them—a dazzling white shimmers and illuminates two figures 

they recognize as Moses and Elijah, the most powerful and holy of prophets in their faith 

tradition who have their own history of thin place connections with God.  The prophets join in 

conversation with Jesus.  Even though Jesus’ “glory” shines before them, Peter, John and James, 

in a rather foreshadowing way, struggle to stay awake.  They almost miss that Jesus, who they 

have walked side by side with on the dusty roads of Galilee, is standing as an equal with two of 

their most revered prophets.  It is a powerful connection.   

 Almost immediately, the three men try to grapple with what they are seeing, to anchor it 

into something rational, to mark the sacredness of the moment.  Peter blurts out:  “Let’s build 

three memorials—one for you, one for Moses, one for Elijah.”  But it isn’t enough—God wants 

more of them than faint praise—and from deep in the cloud that suddenly rolls in to overshadow 

them comes a voice:  “This is my Son, my Chosen; listen to him.”  And just as suddenly as it all 

appeared the mirage disappears, and Jesus, as they familiarly knew him, is all that is left standing 

before them.  In the Matthew and Mark versions of the Transfiguration, Jesus instructs the men 

with him to tell no one of what they saw.  The time isn’t right—the time to talk will be after the 

Son of Man rises from the dead.”  Mystified, they struggle to understand what these words of 

Jesus mean.  Later, when it is all over, they will recall this close encounter between heaven and 

earth and the renewed awakening it brings. 

 And, of course, because all this is written down, their mountain top experience is 

remembered as bringing with it a prophetic voice (2 Peter 1:16-21).  We, who re-read/hear again 

and again the story of the transfiguration, are as equally brought to a place of awe by the vision 

of a radiant Jesus walking with the prophets and the voice of God revealing Jesus’ place and role 
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in the unfolding history of a continuing faith story.  Perhaps this annual re-visiting of Jesus’ 

transfiguration on a mountain top before the three disciples gives credibility to our own divinely-

wrought mountain top experiences—the moments when we have felt an infinite sense of peace 

and possibility with God, Holy Mystery, and Divine Presence.  And, while the mountain top 

draws our eye and our imaginations, going to a higher place doesn’t actually require an arduous 

climb up a rugged mountain slope.  With presence of mind, an encounter with the Holy can take 

place anywhere and at any time if we open heart, mind, and spirit to the possibility.  And I 

believe God wants us to attune ourselves to a myriad of opportunities for close encounters that 

open the voice of God to us and ask us to listen—to the Spirit’s call, to God’s Word come to us, 

and to the ways we can shine in the light of what Jesus had and has to say to us. 

 What, I wonder, shines for you in all that has been recorded in the voice of Jesus to us?  

What stands out for you as Word of God to live by in the teachings of Jesus that have been 

written down for you and passed on from generation to generation?  What have you heard?  How 

has your listening been affected by the wisdom of the Holy and the One who had a close 

encounter with the prophets of old on a mountain top all those many years ago that is still talked 

of today?  What, of what you have heard and seen, are you willing to share or act on so that your 

life too will be an act of remembrance and healing peace?  How has your encountering Jesus 

over the years brought your life into focus and revealed a way forward for you?  Your life—as 

lived in the presence of God—beloved, called, and naming you as a child of God.  Has it made a 

difference?  And, in the light of renewed assurance, will it yet make a difference?   

 I believe so, because God is never finished with us, is ever present to us, and with every 

act of loving kindness, every experience of our living out our faith, every injustice overturned, 

every hungry mouth fed, the timeless history of God-in-us is revealed again and again, and the 
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way of Jesus comes to life, as with the prophets of old, pointing the way to a brighter future.  Be 

the light…be the love…be open to the mountain top experiences that bring the nearness of God 

close to hand, and be transformed by it.  And, as you stand with Jesus, I have no doubt the world 

will be transformed by your witness to such faith in his name.  Amen.        


